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We consider an inhomogeneous strongly correlated system where external disorder divides it
into mesoscopic cells. Strong inter-particle repulsion suppresses the quantum tunneling between
cells and open a wide temperature range for incoherent transport. For a particular class of such
inhomogeneous systems we find the low-energy transport to be free-fermion like when the constituent
particles are spinless fermions.
A central problem in today’s condensed matter physics
is the low-energy properties of doped Mott insulators.
Here we use the phrase “Mott insulating” loosely to de-
note any interaction-driven insulating behavior. Under
this definition an insulating Wigner crystal is a Mott in-
sulator, and a disorder-free Bose insulator is also a Mott
insulator. Unlike band insulators, Mott insulators can
become spatially inhomogeneous upon doping. By inho-
mogeniety we mean the segregation or clustering of doped
particle density. Thus puddles or stripes of doped re-
gions embedded in undoped background are examples of
inhomogeneity. A Wigner crystal is not inhomogeneous
because particles localize in the smallest unit hence no
clustering is exhibited.
Recently there are a number of examples where doped
Mott insulators exhibit the tendency toward spatial in-
homogeneity. This includes the stripes in the cuprates [1]
and nano-scale domains in the colossal magneto-resistive
magnites [2]. In addition, in system such as near-critical
thin superconducting films and quantum Hall liquid near
the plateau transition there are evidences that classi-
cal percolation is at work over a significant temperature
range [3]. These observations motivate us to think about
an inhomogeneous structure where the system is divided
into cells of doped, strongly correlated, coherent subsys-
tems of intermediate length scale separated by an insu-
lating medium. At zero temperature conduction is pos-
sible only through quantum tunneling between cells. We
believe that this structure is formed for a wide class of
doped Mott insulators.
In addition to the difficulty imposed by inhomogeneity,
the doped subsystems are poorly understood themselves.
This is because they are strongly correlated liquids, and
except for one space dimension they are not well char-
acterized. For example basic questions such as “what
is the nature of low-lying excitations (quasiparticle or
collective)? and what is the nature of low-temperature
transport ?” remain unanswered.
In this paper we shall assume that in each cell there ex-
ists a wide energy (time) range where the single-particle
Greens function shows the “Luttinger liquid” behavior
G(xt′;xt) ∼ |t′ − t|−(1+α) (here α > 0) for x lies along
the boundary of the cell [4]. Under this condition quan-
tum tunneling is suppressed at low energy. As a result
there is a significant temperature range where the ther-
mal energy exceeds the renormalized bandwidth due to
quantum tunneling, i.e. the transport is incoherent and
thermal in origin. It is possible that this intermediate in-
coherent transport regime is responsible for the unusual
conduction behaviors of the low-density two-dimensional
electron gas [5], near-critical thin superconducting films
[3], and nearly-percolating quantum Hall states [6].
Two concrete examples where the above postulated
behaviors do occur are i) an one dimensional Luttinger
liquid divided into segments by an array of impurities,
and ii) a two dimensional quantum Hall liquids near the
plateau transition. In the following we shall discuss i)
in considerable details and comments on the necessary
changes required for ii). We wish to demonstrate that
these systems, while strongly coupled and disordered,
show surprising simple low energy transport properties.
In 1D interacting (we shall focus on repulsive inter-
actions) fermions and bosons form so-called “Luttinger
liquid” [7]. Under suitable conditions, i.e. when the Lut-
tinger liquid parameter is less than certain critical value,
a single impurity can change the low-energy transport
property entirely. This is because the impurity back scat-
ters so strongly at low energies that it cuts the system
into two disconnected halves [8]. This is a specific exam-
ple where strong correlation helps the impurity potential
to turn the system into spatial inhomogeneous cells.
Below certain cutoff energy Ec the action describing
N impurities situated at x1, ..., xN in a Luttinger liquid
spanning [0, L] (L→∞) is given by [9]
S = S0 + Si
S0 = 1
2κ
∫
dxdt[
1
v
(∂tφ)
2 + v(∂xφ)
2]
Si = −
N∑
j=1
Vj
∫
dt cos(2pi(
φ(xj)√
pi
+ ρ¯xj)). (1)
In Eq. (1) ρ¯ is the average particle density, φ(x)/
√
pi+ ρ¯x
is the total number of particles contained in (0, x), κ is
1
the Luttinger liquid parameter, v is a velocity, Vj > 0 is
the back-scattering amplitude due to the jth impurity.
(We note that Eq. (1) also describes the pinning of a 1D
charge density wave by impurities.)
We first consider the simple periodic case where xj+1−
xj = s =
L
N+1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ N and Vj = V, ∀j (here
x0 ≡ 0, xN+1 ≡ L). For free fermions (κ = 1) such
periodic arrangement will cause the formation of energy
bands, and depending on the value of ρ¯s the system can
either be a band metal (ρ¯s 6= integer) or a band insulator
(ρ¯s = integer). In the presence of a repulsive interaction
(κ < 1) the back scattering becomes a relevant pertur-
bation [8]. Thus even if V starts out weak it will become
strong at low energies. In the following we shall assume
a strong bare repulsive V .
For strong V we can replace Si in Eq. (1) by a bound-
ary condition
φ(xj)/
√
pi + ρ¯xj = mj , 1 ≤ j ≤ N. (2)
So long as V < ∞ quantum tunneling is possible hence
mj+1−mj , i.e. the number of particles contained in each
segment (xj , xj+1), is not a good quantum number. To
describe such physics we supplement the boundary condi-
tion Eq. (2) with the following weak (t << Ec) tunneling
action
St = −t
N∑
j=1
cos(
√
pi(θ(xj−)− θ(xj+)). (3)
In Eq. (3) θ(x) is the conjugate field of φ(x) (i.e.,
[φ(x), θ(x)] = i), and xj± are the two points to the im-
mediate right/left of xj .
Let us temporarily ignore the weak quantum tunnel-
ing, and focus on the effects of the boundary condition
(Eq. (2)). Without tunneling all mj ’s are time indepen-
dent, and we can eliminate them from the boundary con-
dition by introducing φ˜(x) so that for x ∈ (xj , xj+1)
φ(x) = φj +
φj+1 − φj
s
(x − xj) + φ˜(x). (4)
Here φj ≡ φ(xj), and φ0 = φn+1 ≡ 0 (we assume ρ¯L,
the total number of particles in (0, L), = integer). Under
this change of variables the boundary condition becomes
φ˜(xj) = 0 ∀j, and the action becomes
S0=
n∑
j=0
∫ β
0
dtLj
Lj=
v
2κ
(φj+1 − φj)2
s
+
1
2κ
∫ xj+1
xj
dx[
1
v
(∂tφ˜)
2 + v(∂xφ˜)
2].
(5)
We note that
φj+1 − φj =
√
pi[nj − ρ¯s] (6)
where nj = mj+1 −mj. The partition function is given
by
Z =
∏
j
{
∑
nj
∫
φ˜j=φ˜j+1=0
D[φ˜] e
−[βV (nj)+
∫
β
0
dtLj]}. (7)
Here
V (n) =
U
2
(n− ρ¯s)2, (8)
with U = piv/(κs). Thus each Luttinger liquid segment is
characterized by nj and φ˜. The former specifies the total
number of particle contained between (xj , xj+1) , and
the latter describes the collective density fluctuations.
Eq. (8) has the form of “charging energy” discussed in
the literature. For κ < 1 (which corresponds to repulsive
interaction among the electrons) the charging energy U
is larger than
∆0 = v/s (9)
- the finite-size energy gap of the density fluctuation.
The ground state energy associated with Eq. (7) is
E = E0 +
∑
j
{U
2
F (ρ¯s)− pi
24vs
}. (10)
In the above E0 is the ground state energy of the ideal
system (i.e. without the impurities), −pi/24vs is the zero-
point (Casimir) energy due to quantum fluctuations in φ˜,
and F (ρ¯s) is due to the charging energy. It is a periodic
function given by
F (y) ≡ − lim
α→∞
1
α
ln{
∞∑
m=−∞
e−α(m−y)
2}. (11)
Now we address the effects of quantum tunneling
(Eq. (3)). It is known from the study of the single im-
purity problem that for κ < 1 single particle tunneling
is suppressed at low energies. To be more specific, take
t in Eq. (2) as the tunneling amplitude defined at a mi-
croscopic energy scale Ec. As shown by Kane and Fisher
[8] the renormalized tunneling teff(E) obeys the following
equation
dteff
dl
= (1− 1
κ
) teff . (12)
Here l = ln(Ec/E) is the logarithmic energy rescaling
factor. Integrating this equation we obtain teff(E) =
t(E/Ec)
(κ−1−1), which implies the decrease of the effec-
tive tunneling as E → 0. The renormalization group
equation for teff in the presence of many impurities is
in general different from Eq. (12). However it is sim-
ple to show that so long as E > ∆0 Eq. (12) continues
to apply. In the following we shall use Eq. (12) until
2
E ∼ U > ∆0. We then construct an effective Hamilto-
nian using the renormalized parameters to address the
physics below the energy U .
Let us first concentrate at zero temperature. Consider
an renormalization group transformation with the en-
ergy rescaling factor Ec/U . After this transformation
t → teff(U) = t (U/Ec)(κ
−1
−1)
, U → Ueff = Ec, and
∆0 → ∆eff = Ecκ/pi. Since
R ≡ teff(U)
∆eff
=
pi
κ
t
Ec
(
U
Ec
)(κ−1−1)
<< 1, (13)
quantum tunneling clearly is incapable of exciting the
collective modes within the individual cells. Under this
condition each Luttinger liquid segment (xj , xj+1) is de-
scribed by a single quantum number nj - the total num-
ber of particles in that segment. Since teff → 0 we only
need to consider the two nj that are closest to ρ¯s. As-
suming ρ¯s = (k + 1/2) + f where −1/2 < f ≤ 1/2 and
k is an integer, the two lowest energy charge states are
nj = k and nj = k + 1. The difference between the
renormalized charging energy of these two states is
UQ =
Ueff
2
(
1
2
+ f)2 − Ueff
2
(
1
2
− f)2 = Ecf. (14)
If we denote the state with nj = k as S
z = −1/2 and the
state with nj = k + 1 as Sz = 1/2 the effective Hamilto-
nian is given by
H = −teff
∑
j
(S+j S
−
j+1 + S
+
j+1S
−
j ) + UQ
∑
j
Szj . (15)
Because the total particle number (N+1)(k+1/2+f) is
a good quantum number, we are constrained to look at
the Sztot = (N + 1)f sector of Eq. (15). In one space di-
mension Eq. (15) is equivalent to the free fermion model.
Thus at low energy the periodic array of Luttinger seg-
ments has free fermion quasiparticles! This is somewhat a
surprise because in the absence of impurities the system is
a repulsive Luttinger liquid for which quasiparticle is not
well defined. For f < 1/2 the flipped (i.e. Sz = −1/2)
spins (or the fermions) coherently moves with a band-
width of order teff . When f = 1/2 each segment has an
unique ground state k + 1 which is separated by an en-
ergy gap UQ >> teff from the two closest excited charge
states k and k+2. Under this condition the system is an
insulator.
Let us now turn on a non-zero temperature T satis-
fying U << kBT << Ec. By choosing Ec/KBT to be
the energy rescaling factor, we obtain the following ra-
tio between the renormalized quantum tunneling energy
(teff(kBT )) and the rescaled thermal energy (Ec)
teff(kBT )
Ec
=
t
Ec
(
kBT
Ec
)(κ−1−1)
<< 1. (16)
Thus due to the strong correlation there exist a wide
temperature range (U,Ec) in which the thermal energy
exceeds the renormalized bandwidth, implying the trans-
port is incoherent.
The above results can be generalized to the situation
where the impurities do not form a regular array. Chang-
ing xj+1−xj = sj by the amount of average inter-particle
distance is sufficient to cause ρ¯s to change by unity. Un-
der this condition Eq. (15) is replaced by
H = −teff
∑
j
(S+j S
−
j+1 + S
+
j+1S
−
j ) +
∑
j
wjS
z
j . (17)
This is equivalent to spinless free fermions moving in the
presence of disorder potential wj . Since the variance of
wj is of order Ueff >> teff the system is in strongly local-
ized regime. Here we explicitly see how strong electron
correlation enhances particle localization.
After seeing the above one dimensional example one
naturally wonders whether there are higher dimension
analog of it. A closely related example is given by the
the quantum percolation picture [10,11] of the fractional
quantum Hall plateau transition. In this picture frac-
tional quantum Hall droplets form upon a smooth po-
tential. Quantum tunneling between these droplets is
responsible for the delocalization of quasipartices. For
concreteness, let us focus on approaching the σxy = 0
(Hall insulator) → σxy = e2/3h (quantum Hall liquid)
transition from the σxy = 0 side. Physically we can think
of droplets of the ν = 1/3 incompressible liquids grow on
an insulating background. Let us temporarily ignore the
electron tunneling between these droplets. For a given
liquid droplet with perimeter length sj the “charging en-
ergy” (i.e. the increment of the potential energy when an
electron is added to the droplet) is U = 6piv/sj where v is
a velocity. The finite-size gap of the chiral collective edge
mode is a factor of three smaller, i.e. ∆ = 2piv/sj . By
tuning the magnetic field or tuning the gate voltage ap-
plied to the two dimensional electron gas we can change
the size of the Hall droplets and hence sj .
Now let us switch on the quantum tunneling. Since
the intervening region between quantum Hall droplets is
an insulating background, only electrons can tunnel. It
is well known in that the electron tunneling between two
ν = 1/3 droplets gets weaker as the energy decreases
[12], and the flow equation is the same as Eq. (12) where
κ = 1/3. As the critical point of the plateau transition
is approached the Hall droplets gets bigger and hence U
becomes smaller. When Ec/U >> 1 (Ec is the average
energy required to inject and remove an electron from the
interior of each Hall droplet) there exists a wide dynamic
range for teff to flow down. When the renormalized tun-
neling becomes much smaller than the finite-size gap of
the edge collective mode, each droplet is charaterized by
3
a single quantum number – the number of electrons it
contains. Since the renormalized tunneling is very weak
we only need to consider the two lowest-energy charge
states. The low-energy effective Hamiltonian then read
H = −
∑
ij
[tij,effc
+
i cj + h.c] +
∑
i
wjc
+
i ci. (18)
In the above i, j labels the Hall droplets and wj is the
random charging energy. An important new feature of
Eq. (18) is that tij,eff are complex numbers with random
phases [10]. If we ignore the small tunneling term in
Eq. (18) altogether the electrons will be localized on the
droplets. In that case the plateau transition occurs via
classical percolation. As the droplet size changes in the
classical percolation process ρ¯sj varies. Every time ρ¯sj
crosses half-integer value two charge statesmj andmj+1
become degenerate. If the ρ¯sj of two droplets crosses half
integer at the same time the quantum tunneling between
them can not be ignored. In this way at any stage of
the classical percolation there will be a set of tij,eff re-
mains “active”. It is the common belief that these active
tunneling will eventually change the universality of the
delocalization transition [11]. It is important to point
out that the ultimate critical behavior of the 0 → 1/3
plateau transition is described by Eq. (18) which can be
used to describe the 0 → 1 integer plateau transition
[13]. The above discussion also suggests that when the
disorder potential is very smooth (which results in small
quantum tunneling amplitude) the true critical behavior
of fractional quantum Hall plateau transition can be dif-
ficult to see. For a wide energy/temperature range the
system will exhibit classical percolation behavior.
The essential ingredients responsible for the physics
discussed above are the following. 1) Spatially inhomo-
geneous structures consists of strongly correlated liquid
cells linked by quantum tunneling. 2) A Luttinger liq-
uid behavior of the single particle Greens function over
a significant energy range
< ψ(x, t′)ψ+(x, t) >∼ |t′ − t|−(1+α), x ∈ cell boundary,
(19)
where α > 0. Besides the examples provided above, con-
dition 1) is probably realized in a large class of doped
Mott insulator. The condition 2) which implies the flow
equation Eq. (12) with κ → 1/(1 + α) guarantees that
tunneling is suppressed at low energy. As long as con-
dition Eq. (12) is applicable over a wide range of en-
ergy, there should exists a wide range of temperature in
which incoherent thermal transport dominates. It is pos-
sible that this is a mechanism by which the true coherent
quantum transport properties can be hidden by incoher-
ent thermal transport behavior in many of the materials
observed.
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